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Join in a quest to change one civilization’s fate in this award-winning tower-defense/RTS hybrid game inspired by true events.

Travel back almost 200 years to defend the Selknam people of South America against European colonization. Lead archers,
mages and other warriors to fight off waves of attack in the dense forests, freezing tundra and lands you call home. Battle

soldiers, pirates and other new-world foes to unlock powerful upgrades and customize your defensive strategy.

Selknam Defense is more than an exceptional strategy game. It’s a gateway to the past that puts a nation’s destiny into your
control. Do you have the skills to alter history and save the Selknam?
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24 levels across 4 lands, each requiring innovative and unique defense strategies to defeat

Stunning and vibrant artwork that brings the game’s narrative to life.

4 heroic Selknam defenders with powerful upgrades and abilities to tailor your defense

7 enemy types, from soldiers to pirates, each with their own skills

Bonus stage with an epic boss battle for successfully completing campaign mode

Survival mode to test your defense strategies’ endurance

15 achievements

Keyboard and mouse or Xbox 360 controls
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Title: Selknam Defense
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2014
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selknam defense level 24. selknam defense download. selknam defense

After playing this game on\/off for a few weeks, I gotta say, forget it. Play something else.

The Good: The character selection and choices for upgrading is a nice touch. The world seems well thought out.

The Bad: Errors in skill descriptions, way too much RNG. When a skill says it removes EVERY status aliment, that better mean
every single aliment in the game. Afraid it doesn't remove blind, which made one boss a nightmare.

The Ugly: The RNG. The desciprtion says this game is about strategy, but its really more about pray to the RNG goddess and
hope. You only have a party of 2, so it only takes one unlucky turn to get a TPK in most battles (especially dungeons 6 and 7).
Afraid this developer needs to research the old dungeon crawlers more and what people liked about them, as I can tell it was
NOT the RNG that people liked (trust me, no one finds it fun to have your entire party paralyzed or frozen and then unable to
move). Look at Eterian Odyessy and see how they did it, and take ideas from that. As it is, this game missed the mark horribly,
and instead we got a game that is heavily dependent on the RNG and horribly unbalanced at that.. The game is quite short and
the story isn't as well as the past compared to the two others titles. But the game is still good and fun. Also, we finally have some
answers about past characters.. 10 minutes of inconsequential random imagery sloppily thrown together by someone who doesn't
understand David Lynch. It's pointless, it's stupid, it's overpriced at $2. Still gets a recommendation because it's mildly
interesting, and that's how low the era of yearly Assassin's Creed sequels has made my standards for this medium fall.. it really
good. This game is far away from being perfect.
It's a good bore-killer though.

6.8/10
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If you've come to this game looking for your usual space 4x then look elsewhere! This is a rogue-like space trader game rather
than a 4x! I only say this first as I too was expecting more of a 4x-type at first!

Infinite Space 3 also differs from many other space trader types by swapping the "months, even years long" careers typical of
traders for small rogue-like random games that will last a few hours. Everything happens quickly here, there is NO grind
whatsoever. In short, this game swaps long-term cerebal gameplay for short-term fun gameplay. I think this is a reason for quite
a few negative reviews - the game is not what many people are expecting it to be!

The plot seems to be explore the game's galaxy to find stuff! You will jump from star to star, which all have one planet each,
and each of those planets reveal random treasures, alien lifeforms, ship components that you can use, equip or sell as you see fit.
You many also find new wingmen to join you in your journeys. You start off at a "human homeworld", being sponsored by
some dodgy crimelord to "explore the galaxy, grab whatever you can, and make *me* a fortune". Though there is also at least
one other plot going on, one game I played ended when some mysterious, powerful alien race appeared and destroyed this
"human homeworld" whilst I was busy elsewhere! Bet that taught Mr Dodgy Crimelord a thing or two! I'm sure there will be a
few plots running side-by-side in each game - I've not many hours into the game as I write this, I'm sure I will discover more.

There are alien homeworlds too, most are indifferent or downright hostile to start with. Some can be cajooled into being
friendly if you find the right things\/wingmen as you explore other worlds. Once friendly you can trade with them too..... but
other races credits won't mean zip to them, you will have separate credit accounts with each friendly race! Others, forget it, they
will simply *never* be friends!!!!!

So far, it seems a high difficulty level game too..... but as I mentioned earlier, I'm only just starting out here!

Good fun up till now!. Like many people have said already this game is a moble port to pc... that being said it is fun for a little
bit but after that you get bored very fast. in order to make this a actual game it needs alot more content, more ways to customize
your rocket and better ways to keep them attacted to eachother. donot buy.. Let's call it worms 4 mayhem HD remake. sadly the
game online is a bit dead but i remember playing this day and night back in 2005 and i really loved it although it was 3D and not
2D like other games but still enjoyable and story line was really really good!. I'm ashamed to see my slow pc specs LOL. OK
this is adorable. Fun little retro-inspired platformer with some clever puzzles if you want to collect all three gems on every level.
Controls are responsive and the way the character moves and jumps feels good, there's a flutter jump rather than a double jump
which you don't see a lot of and the animation for it is super cute. Playing with a DualShock 4 and have to use the analogue stick
to crawl (down + left/right on the dpad doesn't work for some reason) but that's my biggest complaint.

Fun, more challenging than you'd probably expect it to be, and oh so cute. I got it in a bundle but it'd be worth it at full price.
Half-Life Opposing Force is a stand alone add-on developed by Gearbox for the original Half-Life 1. It's set in the same world
and environment only this time from the perspective of one of the U.S. Marines of which were the enemy in the original game.

I always enjoyed these add-ons for the different perspectives that overlapping ever so slightly. The detail in these games are
great and despite how old they are i still really enjoy them. For me they are quite nostalgic to play, but i imagine maybe for
others who are just now coming across these games, they might look a bit crap. With that said, i'd hope that the story would be
enough to keep the new audiences interested.

The game runs great for it's age. The resolution for my screen wasn't compatible but it wasn't too bad, it was still very playable.
Unlike my recent playthrough of Half-Life: Source, this one actually had no bugs or anything that stopped me in my tracks. I
had no problems with this game from start to finish. Although, this game was a quite a bit shorter.

I sunk about 5 hours into this game and completed it in that time, compared to the original game, which took me a lot longer,
this game is fairly short. With that said it's still a great addition to the franchise. As far as mods go, this one was great.

There are interesting new additions in this game, a few of which i forgot about. New races of alien, new human enemies and
new weapons. All of which kept the game interesting instead of it just feeling like the first one. Again, there is never a dull
moment in these games as there is always something around the corner. Some of the puzzles in this game impressed me, as they
were just as creative, if not more so, then the first game.

All in all I've definitely recommend this game if you have played the first one and can put up with the old style of the game.
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TL;DR : A great add-on to the original game, it's old but classic. You play from a different perspective from the first, get new
weapons, fight new enemies and it's generally just a lot of fun, although shorter then the original game.

For anyone interested, My Review for Half-Life: Source:
http://steamcommunity.com/id/Stefneh/recommended/280. Much like the first one, reminiscent of old-time turn based
isometric RPGs. Hitting the level cap 2/3rd of the way into the game was bogus, though..
Yeeeeeeeeeeeesssssssssssssssssss!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Torille!!!
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